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of East Tennessee
State University.

This the fourteenth edition of our
schools literary art magazine is
meant as always to showcase the
best visual and verbal artists on
campus. Though our ETSU faculty
advisors and off-campus judges
(who select 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place
winners in each of six categories)
are important, it is the staff members
whose names you see immediately
below, and most of all the contributors whose work is featured in the
pages that follow - all students who are at the heart of this annual
effort.
Thus the Mockingbird has insti-

tuted this year a two-page spread
to close the magazine which hopefully provides glimpses into the
individual artistic minds at work (or
play) here In the often taxing
process of coaxing contributors to
compose these brief biographical
statements and then compiling them
all, I found oddly enough my chief
source of satisfaction as editor
Encountering people - a few of
whom I already knew and even
urged out from under their selfeffacing shells to contribute, but
most of whom were first met at some
point during the compiling of the

magazine - seems the highlight in
a job that has had no shortage of
frustrations.
Homage needs be paid to two
former editors of this publication,
Rita Quillen and Joyce Duncan, for
their kind words and crafty tips on
circumventing these frustrations;
each has eased the troubleshooting
in her own way And finally, thanks
to those many students whom I
encountered only through the unsatisfactory medium of a rejection
letter - may you all keep creating
and remember the Mockingbird in
your ETSU years ahead.
Roger Stanley
Editor

Mockingbird '87 Student Staff
Editor
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Art Director
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Sundance
Second Place Short Fiction

Christine Russell
Most people think it's the heat that
makes you crazy, but it isn't: it's the
light. There's no getting away from a
Florida sun. In the open, it hangs above
your head like a blue-white fist; if you
retreat to the shade, still the glare is
all around you, leaping back from
chrome, glass, and the tough greenery
of palm and magnolia; it curls up as
heat waves from the pavement, melting
the landscape like wax; and indoors the
light will search you out through
curtain, shade and blind. If you are born
under a sun like that, then living in a
bath of light is second nature, and you
even accept the marks it gives you: little
lines between the brows and around
the eyes, lines that will not go away
while you live, lines born of your need
for sufficient darkness. Newcomers
either quickly adjust to the light, or
retreat whence they came. And I once
met a man who found another way
under the sun - of acceptance, and
something more.
This happened in Orlando, where
I spent two years working in the public
library Most days were tranquil,
undemanding - I was a circulation
clerk and spent my time stacking,
sorting, mending, straightening, and
reading as much as I could get away
with on the job. The building itself is
an anomaly in that glass-tower zone;
with its poured-concrete walls, its
turrets, battlements and tall narrow
windows, it looks like a modernized
Elsinore. The lobby, where I often sat
hour after hour minding one of the
circulation desks, is a high, cool space
lined on both sides with glass, bluetinted on the outside wall and clear on
the inside, where glass doors open onto
the main library The color is uniform
twilight grey, in the terrazzo floor and
in the featureless monoliths of concrete
that define the area at harsh angles.
In the summer season, people come
through the doors like refugees fleeing
enemy territory They stop, they tug
at clothing pasted to the skin by sweat,
they sigh. But most of all they pause
to let their eyes adjust to the relative
dimness inside, which is sensed just
behind the eyeballs like the slow
relaxing of a tightly coiled spring.

And in those blazing summers the
library becomef a haven for anyone
with time to kill and no money to kill
it with. Among other things, it serves
as an unwilling daytime branch office
of the Salvation Army, a refuge for the
crazies, the drunks, and those euphemistically called "transients." Like
stewardesses, we soon got to know the
regulars, the frequent flyers, who
staked out a favorite niche (the eccentric architecture offered plenty of them)
and snoozed through the day, with a
Max Brand western open in their laps
in a vain attempt to seem awake. Even
around a corner you knew they were
there, because their intensely
unwashed odor surrounded them for
ten feet in any direction. When they
were sufficiently inert we sprayed them
with Lysol; other times we let them
alone. We gave all of the regulars
names: Tex, Houdini, Blanche DuBois.
The Chief was one of the less
regular regulars. He turned up at wide
intervals, obeying some migratory
imperative of his drinking cycle. He was
short, about five-three or four, and had
wind-polished skin of a bright chestnut
color He was not the image of Geronimo, but he might have been Geronimo's brother His cowboy boots were
cracked and rundown at the heel and
clay-colored with miles of neglect, but
they had been born expensive. He wore
a denim jacket and denim jeans which
he kept fairly clean, considering his
habits; but the most remarkable thing
about him was his hair· a long, thin
ponytail the color of mahogany, held
back by an elastic loop with a pair of
bright plastic ornaments.
The Chief was normally docile.
Alcohol made him well-behaved. Usually he would push through the doors
at a pronounced list sometime before
noon and, on advice from internal
sensors, attempt or not attempt the
stairs. Either way, all he wanted was
a chair, a quiet corner, and a chance
to sleep it off.
So when I saw him getting rousted
from the library I figured that he must
have been sleeping a little too
obviously. John Llaw, the day monitor,
was guiding him forward with a firm
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grip just above his elbow and was
aiming him for the doors, but the Chief
was having difficulties finding them in
all that wilderness of glass. John finally
solved the problem by stepping in front
of him and pushing a door open, then
pulling him through. The Chief
stopped, swaying a bit. It was the
drowsiest part of the afternoon, when
nobody looks for trouble. The sun had
sunk far enough to aim directly at our
windows, blinding us with spears of
white light. The square mile of Lake
Eola across the street blazed like
molten silver; outside our concrete
walls, you swallowed light, tasted light,
breathed light. I was sitting in the center
of the lobby at the check-out desk, a
large hollow square of wood about
waist-high, flanked on either side by tall
sensor panels, wooden barriers, and
the branching steel fingers of the
turnstiles - all this in a complicated
layout that often baffled patrons who
were stone cold sober The Chief
couldn't seem to bring it all into focus:
the glass, the steel, the hard labyrinthine angles, the sun poised like a
wrathful fist. John looked at me and
smiled slightly, waiting for the Chief to
collect himself; after a few moments he
took him by the elbow again, saying
something that I couldn't catch, but
that got him shuffling in the right
direction.
I think I am the only one who really
knows what happened next: John
walked the Chief head-on into one of
those bright spears of sunlight, and it
hit him like a slap in the face. His head
snapped suddenly up and he dug in his
run-down heels and pulled free with a
jerk that bounced John's hand off a
wooden barrier John backed away,
both hands in the air, placating; I looked
for lines of cover and retreat. It was
one of those crucial moments that seem
lifted out of time, or beyond it somehow, when a thick smothering silence
falls and you think, anything can
happen now, anything ...
But the little man didn't move. He
stood rooted to the floor, wordless, as
if waiting for inspiration. John watched
him warily, and so did I. Through the
inner glass I saw two librarians at the

main desk sitting bolt upright, eyes
riveted on our little tableau. Like a
rubber band, that moment stretched
and stretched; I could feel the tension
humming in my head.
"HEYYYyyyaiiilIYA!"
The Chief aimed that earsplitting
shriek right at the ceiling, his head
thrown back and his arms outflung as
if daring someone to shoot him down.
The noise was appalling - it crashed
and echoed off the glass, the concrete,
the terrazzo, broken on the sharp
corners and magnified a hundred times.
In the main room beyond the glass,
those who were sitting leaped up; those
who were standing held their ground
but looked for the exits.
The Chief waited just long enough
for the echoes to die. Then the bandylegge little man, almost too drunk to
walk moments before, began to dance.
He sprang deliberately into that burning
shaft of sunlight, where his mahogany
hair became a streak of fire and it was
almost too bright to follow him as he
moved, and he came out dancing a
peculiar step both supple and stiff,
"HUUYyaah, HUUYyaah," brandishing imaginary weapons. He circled
John, "HEEEYYY!" fists shaking, feet
stomping. His curses rolled like
thunder John turned with him as he
moved, like a bird hypnotized by a
snake. "Aaaiiiy!" Circles. Figure eights.
Pauses, while he worked over an
especially dark aspect of John's character A crowd materialized on the
opposite side of the glass, from that
nowhere in which crowds loiter when
off duty, but no one got close to the
doors. They stood transfixed, with
looks of astonishment, delight,
disbelief.
"Who's that guy think he is?"
"Man be crazy."
"Crazy Horse! Hey, Crazy
Horse!"
"Crazy Bum."
And he danced. The crowd did not
exist for him, nor did I; his world at
the moment was all anger at poor
inoffensive John, who walked him headon into something that he never saw
coming. Round and round he went.
"HAAiiiay!"
Of course it couldn't go on for very

long; the racket was deafening. Somebody somewhere called the cops, who
arrived just as the Chief completed his
umpteenth orbit of John ("ummmmmmHEY!") and dropped to the floor to
demonstrate his strength with onearmed pushups. They strode in, holding
the doors open just long enough to
admit a billow of super-heated air, their
Sam Brownes creaking like saddles,
and gave our howling little demon the
Cop Look: long, steady, impassive,
sizing him up. They were a perfect pair
- extra beefy. The Chief didn't see
them until he came to his feet again
("YaaaAY!"), and there he froze,
poised on one foot, arms extended like
eagle's wings. One look was enough to
tell him that he wasn't merely outnumbered, he was overwhelmed.
And that was it. The little man
deflated, actually seemed to shrink, all
his fight gone. For a moment, only for
a moment, he tried to carry it off Osceola Betrayed, maybe - but it
didn't take. He was a drunken Indian,
Crazy Bum, and he knew it: what is
more, the cops knew it, and he let
himself be led away, bent and shambling, into the searching stare of the
sun. The cowboys won it again.
Squeak-creak-squeak-creak went the
saddles, and then came a rolling gust
of heat and the "whoof" of the closing
doors.
But the next night he came back
- in a manner of speaking. I was
minding the switchboard at about 8:30
when someone came to tell me that
a man was lying in the intersection dead
drunk. I looked out the window and
there he was, the Chief, face down on
the pavement in front of a bench. He
had sat down there, I suppose, passed
out, and just rolled off into the street.
Fortunately he was directly under a
street lamp, so he was hard to ignore.
Hazel, the clerk, came to see what
was going on. She studied him for a
moment and then observed, "He look
like a roach been stepped on."
"Well, he's going to get driven on
if we don't do something." I was
thinking about the horse-drawn carriages from Rosie O'Grady's, a tourist
bar up the street. Suppose the horses
saw him lying there and spooked?
4

Suppose the driver didn't see him in
time? I called the Rescue Squad.
But Ms. Rescue Squad was not
happy to hear from me: "Do you know
how much it costs to pick those bums
up and take 'em to detox?"
I said no, I had no figures on that;
but I assumed it was considerably less
than it cost to patch up a man run over
by a coach and pair, not to mention
possible damage done to four or five
tourists, a driver, and two stampeded
horses.
Ms. Squad sighed. "Oh, all
RIGHT!" Click.
About five or ten minutes later the
squad showed up, lights but no sirens,
and two guys in white shirts picked up
the Chief and loaded him into the back
of the wagon. They didn't look happy
either Bum Express, Pick-Up and
Delivery The tires squealed as they
pulled away.
The last time I saw the Chief was
about three days later It was late
afternoon again, the sun pounding
through the glass and rippling off the
lake with an incandescent glow that left
a hot white pain between the eyes. The
Chief was coming out of the library,
this time unassisted, and as he passed
by I watched him, curious. The same
denims, the same boots; he still looked
like Geronimo's brother I suppose he

must have caught me staring - he
hesitated a moment before pushing
through the turnstile, and stared back.
How odd - how odd - I had seen
that look before, that same deep brown
look. It was the same steady gaze,
curious, puzzled, with a wary edge of
reserve ..
I had seen it once when camping
out in the swamps. I was lighting a string
of kerosene lanterns just at nightfall and
had succeeded with all but the last; as
I sat and fiddled with it, I felt the weight
of observation on my back. I turned,
and there was a raccoon, a female, wet
and bedraggled from a day of rain, and
cautious, nervous - her whiskers
twitched like a cat's; but she was so
overcome by curiosity that she left
behind the safety of the woods to get
a closer look at what I was up to. She
stood on her hind legs and looked me
up and down, her eyes the color of
cypress water We sat calmly there like
two creatures will whose minds can
approach, but never meet; who can live
side by side, but never together And
the wild animal and the Chief both
walked away, but she vanished into the
darkness. For the Chief, the sun was
waiting; he walked without fear into the
bright searching beam and through the
door, and was swallowed by the whitehot afternoon.

Shannon Harrison, Old Portrait, Now on Yellowed Paper, First Place Drawing
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Painting in First Person
Nell McGrady
He loved her with color
and with his brush had laid
her on the long thin canvas
that crossed the wall.
I practiced still !ifes
and watched him watch her,
watched his eyes meet
hers, then circle across
her shoulders and down
the liquid hair that spilled
off the painting.
"Delores," the artist explained
then begged my attention away
from the tight skin,
the charged breasts,
the very odor
she pushed in the air
He taught patience
in planning, in letting
layers dry, pressed
his head against mine
to try my perspective.
I painted a pomegranate,
a pair of peppers grown
together, half a hungry
artichoke, offered
it to him
that final lesson,
but he rolled up
her hair, her fingers,
breasts and toes,
and danced
his woman home.
6

Matrices
Nell McGrady
Washed out of time, he came.
Inked feet no bigger
than the print
of his father's thumb
stood behind the stamp
of state, the cameo seal
that declared with numbers
and the signature
of the state registrar
that he had been,
that being a gasp
and a pushing in
and out of breath,
a purple shell curled
into itself, fighting
away the air, craving
salt and shadow,
using up the father's name,
a fault in the family line
returned to prop the earth.
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Pamela S. Smith, A Full House of Imagination, Third Place Graphic Design
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bliss
Angela N. Eades
i sit alone in this darkened space
shards of light break under the door
and
long gray shadows
dance around me.
(what is x?)
the shadows have knelt at the feet of Socrates
and sipped from the fermented juices wrung from the fruit
of the
forbidden
tree.
shadow voices rise and fall
(where is the city?)
warm pretzels and cold slate air
lined on District streets
painted children in faux fur
operatic aria
sidewalk musicians
Chemclean, manufactured suburbia tangled in one way
dead end streets
blanketed in tangerine sky
damp, diseased tenements
with
dizzy
spiral stairways
(my voice
is silent
among the shadow
songs)
i pull the chenille blanket close to my face
and stare up
at empty
wire hangers.
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The Only House On the Road
Third Place Short Fiction

John Thomas Oaks
I live alone. It's the only house on
the road, and the road, if you'd call it
a road, is the only road that leads to
the top of the hill. The hill looks over
the city and I can see it from here. It's
a small town, small enough for
everyone to know what everyone else
is doing, small enough so that no one
has to worry about his own problems
since everybody else does. But the
children aren't like that. The children
never talk about anybody. The children
laugh and love and play. The children
live. I know, because I've watched
them. I've watched them live and I've
watched them grow up and I don't like
it when they grow up. They grow up
like their mommies and daddies and
their mommies and daddies don't laugh
and love and play I love children. The
children should never have to grow up.
The children should stay children. They
should never have to grow up ...
I hear them talk. They don't know
I hear them talk, but I do. They talk
about the house. On the hill. At the
end of the road, if you'd call it a road.
They talk about Daddy. Everybody was
scared of Daddy. Why was everybody
scared of Daddy? I loved Daddy, and
when they came to take Daddy away,
I hid in the closet upstairs. I guess they
forgot about me, but they remembered
Daddy and now he's gone. I stayed in
the closet for a long time. Daddy never
came back. Daddy always knew what
was best for me and he never let me
go into town because he said that bad
people lived there and I was never to
speak to them. Daddy always knew the
best thing, but Daddy never came back,
so I went to town. The people put me
in a place with people my age and I
liked it there. I played and laughed and
I loved my friends. The only friends I
ever had. We played and laughed and
laughed and played and my very best
friend was Lisa. Lisa liked me too, I
think, 'cause we played together all the
time. We would kiss and giggle and hold
hands under the table and nobody
would know and it was our secret and
we never told anyone.
When Lisa left, I was sad. She left
and didn't even say goodbye. We were
playing and laughing, laughing and

playing like always, and she hit me with
a pillow, so I hit her back and she hit
me and I hit her and I jumped on her
and held the pillow on her face and I
was laughing and she was hitting me
and I was yelling, "Give up? Give up?"
and she was kicking and I was laughing
and pretty soon she stopped kicking
and hitting me and I thought I heard
her say, "I give up!" so I took away
the pillow. "I win! I win!" I was yelling,
and I was shaking her and she just
stared at me, and she wasn't really
staring right at me, and she wouldn't
talk. So I got mad. I hit her with the
pillow again and she still wouldn't talk.
She still wouldn't play. She still wouldn't
laugh and hold hands and giggle and
kiss and I started to cry. Why wouldn't
she talk to me anymore? She wouldn't
even fight back. She just stared and
stared and I began to scream.
I remember one of the ladies who
used to cook for supper and one who
would wash the clothes came into the
room and asked me why I was yelling
and I remember they started screaming
before I could tell them that Lisa
wouldn't talk to me. Then Lisa was
gone and I never saw her again.
I never saw the place again
because they took me to another place
that I didn't like. I didn't like that place
at all, because nobody would laugh and
play like at the first place and nobody
would play and laugh because nobody
was normal. I had nightmares in that
place and there were bars on my door
and nobody would talk to me. I was
in that place for a long time and I
thought about Lisa a lot. Maybe they
left my door open one night because
I don't remember leaving. I just know
I'm here now and the house is different.
The town is different and there are
more children and don't think I don't
hear the people talk because they still
do and I've heard them. They say the
house has started lighting up again at
night. Some say it's haunted. Some say
it's just a trick of the light, that when
the moon shines just right, it just looks
like there's a light on. Some say it's
cursed, but I know better because I
make the light sometimes because the
dark scares me. I don't like to think
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about the dark because it makes me
remember that place and I don't want
to remember It hurts my head, so I
light candles to kill the dark.
The dark. It suffocates me and
makes me drowsy and I don't want to
be drowsy because it makes me sleep.
I don't want to sleep because I dream
and the dreams scare me. In the
dreams, Lisa comes back and she
stares at me from the ground in a dark
place and I can only see her face
because she's covered with dirt and I
try to wake her up, but she only stares
and stares and she won't laugh and play
and play and laugh like before. And
then I laugh and yell, "Give up? Give
up?" and then the dirt covers her face
and I wake up screaming in the dark.
And waking up is the worst part
because I hear the people talk again
and the talk is laced with fear now
because the children are disappearing.
They are no longer growing up and
mommies and daddies are crying now
because the children aren't coming
home. There is talk, and I hear it but
they don't know, of beginning a search
and that is what scares me because my
dreams go on. There are times when
I wake up shivering through my sweat
and in the dark I see Lisa's eyes staring,
staring and I'm screaming and wanting
it to go away, but it won't. There are
times when the blackness of my dreams
keeps me locked away again and I don't
wake up for a long time and I can't
remember why I ever fell asleep. The
dark dampness of the cellar wakes me
sometimes and I don't remember how
I managed to get there. There are times
when I get an uncontrollable urge to
run to the basement, throw open the
latch and bound down the stairs to the
uneven dirt floor below. Sometimes I
feel like taking the shovel on the back
porch, the one with the odd stains on
the blade, to the basement and digging
through the strange mounds scattered
over the dirt floor there. But there is
no need for that. Because down deep
inside me, down where I cannot see,
down in the darkest, deepest part of
me, is a strange light of understanding.
There is no need to go to the basement.
I think I know what I would find ...
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Nancy Schaefer Boyer, Gravel Road and Approaching Storm
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Abby Eblen, Past Times
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Momma's Robe
First Place Poetry

Donna Barnes
Her fuzzy pink robe
smelled of milk
and Daddy's cigarettes.
When she took it off at night, I
could pull it close
and safely shut my eyes.
Buttons shaped like roses dangled
in odd sequence down the front. Each held
a diamond.
Once Daddy won me a bear
that cost him twenty-five dollars.
It suffered spankings after my own
as both secondary mother and child
until used and ragged, Momma made me
throw it away.
It fell slowly spinning and landed
face up on the heaped junk.
I stared down there lost.
I couldn't stand her beside me tossing out
things we used to need
as she shoved musty bags over the edge
into the dump.
They came from our dirt basement where
she said snakes live,
but I know the bags are really full of books
with pictures of naked women.
Then she looked at me smiling
with her "I can make you cry" face,
and I remembered that sad baby picture
she used on me laughing
and saying "Poor Baby" over and over
until she made me cry
even before her friends.
We turned our backs.
Now when Momma hugs me,
I turn away soon before she smiles
because I lost the safe piece of me that lives
like a naked woman
hiding in the basement
afraid of snakes, she cries,
and lies soft and pink
with rose button diamonds for eyes.
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The Writer's Nightmare# 6

Anthony Warren Feathers, The Writer's Nightmare #6, Second Place Drawing
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Food for Thought
First Place Non-Fiction

Melinda Elliott
Dieting could be as easy as pie,
but the English language insists that I
remain a butterball. Try as I may to
cut calories, my resolve weakens
whenever I talk to friends. It seems that
subjects from soup to nuts are inevitably peppered with names of desserts,
fruits, and other edibles. In a nutshell,
our language has such a cornucopia of
delectable images that it is almost
impossible for any dieter to cut the
mustard.
It does not take an egghead to
know that for dieting efforts to be
fruitful one must stop thinking about
food. Any string bean knows that. Still,
the core of the problem remains
ingrained in our speech . Without
sayings such as "the icing on the cake"
or "the cream of the crop," dieting
might be as easy as pie.
Therefore, I suggest that we
rewrite all phrases that mention food.
For example, instead of comparing
apples and oranges, we could compare
Redford and Brando. Rather than tell
someone with a sunburn that he or she
is as red as a beet or lobster, why not
say Irish setter? And instead of some-

thing being as sticky as peanut butter,
how about saying glue?
I find that even friends who support my attempts to lose weight
inadvertently spice up their speech with
the names of various foods . The other
night my husband said, "Honey, dieting
should be a piece of cake for a tough
cookie like you. And just think how
much bread I will save now that you
won't be eating as much. Taking you
out will only cost peanuts. I'll be rolling
in the dough by the time you are a bean
pole." Realizing his blunder, Ed tried
to butter me up. "Sugar, you know that
you are the apple of my eye just the
way you are."
At work things are worse. My
boss, who constantly tells corny jokes
and is usually a peach, turned into a
crab when he lost a client who was a
real plum. Annoyed, he vented his
anger on me. "Your questions are
driving me nuts! Why don't you quit
being so stupid and use your own
noodle to figure things out?" I clammed
up and walked on eggs for the rest of
the day.
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Then on the way home, my car
got sandwiched between someone's
stalled lemon and a souped-up Chevy.
I was stuck in a traffic jam for a whole
hour When I finally arrived at home,
I decided to curl up with a good book.
However, I couldn't choose between
The Grapes of Wrath and Goodbye,
Mr Chips .
If you think my complaints are just
a bunch of baloney, consider subjects
such as sports and entertainment.
Football star O.J. Simpson, a real
beefcake, is fondly called "the Juice."
Boxing fans have Sugar Ray Leonard.
And baseball, a sport as American as
apple pie, has Babe Ruth.
A performer who overacts is a
ham, and the critics may label his show
a turkey. Starlets like Cheryl Ladd
often pose for cheesecake posters that
sell like hotcakes.
I hope you don't regard me as
some sort of fruitcake, but this dilemma
has been eating at me for years. I've
pleaded with friends to join my cause,
but they all respond, "Fat chance." Oh
well, I guess that is just the way the
cookie crumbles.

It covers the head
Third Place Poetry

Donna Barnes
beginning high at the center, a swelling
of bright reflecting light, a curve
sinewy sensual rhythmic white
flowing into grooves of black
running and spreading like smooth fingers,
growing from a strong arch here
and a twist in line there,
never crossing, always
cascading forever
billowing,
until the remote corners are touched
where the lines wrinkle crisply
as a girl's summer dress ruffles
across her shoulder
where the long hair stops,
and the wind whips the silky ropes
that hang in heavy sheets of color
just behind her ears,
and the shining sashes play in the breeze
sweeping to rise twisting
in long liquid curves against her back
until finally they curl like fingers hugging
her body again.
(after seeing Edward Weston's black and white photograph Cabbage Leaf)
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Photographs of Nudes
Second Place Poetry

Janet Leigh Robinson
She lies on water, not sleeping,
she is too closed for sleep.
Her body does not cup the water
as the sleeper who unknowingly
becomes a child.
But she is a nude,
and isn't that the mark of a nude
to clear herself before the camera,
open, like the Artichoke, Halved
each layer exposed,
until even the heart is visible?
And her eyes are shut
as if hiding, sliding
behind the lid
searching for deeper liquid.
And see her arms, lying on her body.
They seem attached all the way down
like a stuffed doll's
with its arms sewn to the torso.
Watch the way her hands curve inward
as if, for a moment,
she thought to bring them together,
a pyramid to close over secrets.
And the legs running out from her body
straight, pointing away as if to say,
"look there, not here,"
as they melt into one another,
a welded seam.
Not like the artichoke
with its vulva-like center
revealed to the world.
(after seeing Edward Weston's Nude Floating and Artichoke, Halved)
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The Fearful Ones
First Place Short Fiction

Christine Russell
God, this day was hot. It was hot,
and I was thirsty, my eyes stinging with
sweat. My feet were hot, the heels
blistered raw. The pack was heavy; it
kept the heat against my back. Sweatdamp clothes clung like a second skin.
If I were a horse I would have shucked
everything and rolled in the dust, but
being a woman, I swore. Even that was
hot.
"What'd you say?" asked Maggie.
"I said I'm thirsty."
"Thought so. " We stopped and
she handed me the canteen. "Go easy
- there isn't much left."
I tilted it up and took a mouthful
of tepid water flavored with plastic and
the flat iodine taste of the purification
tablets, holding it in my mouth a
moment before swallowing. Then I
capped the canteen and handed it back.
We had crossed countless streambeds
in the last two days; all but one were
bone dry. That one was - how many
miles back? Parched, almost desperate,
we had turned off the path at a water
blaze and gone down to Shadow Creek
Falls, where we soaked ourselves in the
pools and filled the canteen. It was the
last water we were likely to find.
" How much farther to the
trailhead, do you think?" Maggie asked.
"Two miles, maybe - three, I
don't know." The trail-markers had
been torn down and used for firewood .
We had come across the charred
remains and thereafter worked our way
across the mountain by dead reckoning
and hints from an antiquated map.
"Well, you know what I think?"
said Maggie, mopping her face with her
shirttail. "I think we've gone wrong.
This isn't the trail off the mountain. It
never comes down - and we never
will, either "
"Where's it go, then?"
"To hell. Straight to hell. Do Not
Pass Go."
There was no answer to that. I
tried to ease my cramped shoulders,
couldn't, and started walking. Maggie
fell into step behind and we picked up
the steady hiking rhythm once more
- trudge-trudge-trudge, with the little
swing and creak of the pack as its
weight shifted slightly from side to side.
"What's that smell?" I said, and

stopped, then lurched forward as
Maggie, tailgating, ran headlong into my
backpack.
"Damn," she said. "What smell?
Who cares? I just want off this damned,
damned rock."
It was a sharp , dry tang :
woodsmoke. Suddenly I wasn't hot
anymore; in fact I felt the intimations
of a chill from head to blistered feet.
Maggie soon identified the smell too.
"It's ... a campfire," she said, trying to
be offhand, but her voice broke.
"Campfire, my Aunt Maude. In this
drought? With the woods like dry
paper? No one wants a roasted marshmallow that bad."
"Come on," said Maggie, and
pushed past me. I followed reluctantly,
thinking of those placid pools of water
beneath the falls. Here we were
crowded on either side by a dense
growth of sassafras and poplar, their
leaves beginning to curl at the edges
with long thirst; the mountain bulked
up both on our left and directly ahead,
where the path inched around a mass
of naked granite. Beyond that we could
see nothing but a dark smudge against
the sky, a storm-cloud where none had
been for weeks. High overhead a steady
wind stirred the treetops, but down on
the dry path we knew only the heat
and smell of burning.
Maggie rounded the shoulder of
rock and stopped abruptly; this time
I collided with her "My God," she said.
"My God, it's all on fire!"
Fire, indeed. The crawling red line
stretched north and south as far as we
could see and was almost directly below
us, where the mountain dropped in a
long, steady grade. A thick brown cloud
roiled upward from the fireline and the
ruin behind it, riding the eager wind and
searching us out with pale fingers of
smoke, feeling its way up the slope
through the hapless trees. The fire took
them one by one, whirling gaily up each
trunk like a veil of red silk and then
tearing itself to pieces, fluttering from
bough to bough until the whole tree
was alight and dying.
Maggie clutched my arm. "God,"
she said. "Jesus, Mary and Joseph.
What're we going to do?"
I looked at her She stood close
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at my side, too close, so that for a
moment I did not know her, and her
eyes had gone strange. "What are we
going to do?" I repeated. "What do you
think?" I freed myself of the heavy pack
with a single jerk at the hipbelt and a
shrug. Before it hit the ground I was
running.
"Where are you going?" Maggie
wailed.
"Back to the water Come on!"
"But that's miles away!"
I stopped, dancing in my tracks
with frustration. A trapdoor was
opening in the least habitable part of
my brain, a trapdoor that opened on
darkness and a shivering, naked ape.
"Will you move it?" I screeched,
scattering the phrase over an octave.
"Get rid of that shit and come on!"
Maggie looked shocked. "Are you
nuts? Do you know how much this
cost?"
"To the penny. Dump it and run."
She lingered, dubious, until I lost
all self-control and charged, grabbing
the pack-straps and trying to get the
thing off by brute force. My lip suddenly
went numb; I realized that Maggie had
punched me in the mouth. I slapped
her back like I meant it. We might have
died right there, clawing at each other,
best friends fried in mortal combat; but
we were brought up short by the
sudden explosion of a large hemlock
that burst with a noise like a gunshot.
Burning fragments pelted to the ground
all around us, blazing up in the tinderdry mold. "Let's beat it," said Maggie,
and shucked the pack without further
remark or remorse. We ran like rabbits.
Water, I thought: I want that water
The sight of those pools came back to
me clear and still and shining; what I
actually saw - the dry leaves, the
listless fern, the dusty rocks that
twisted my pounding feet this way and
that, trying to throw me down - none
of that was clear or true. It all went
spinning away like a dream - seen,
avoided, forgotten. Only the water was
real. Behind us the fire raged with a
hungry voice, but it was no more frantic
than I. Smoke stung my eyes
unbearably. It scraped at my lungs. I
was being filled with smoke, and it hurt,

hurt, hurt, but I wanted water, and if
I were going to die it would be between
one running stride and the next.
Maggie stumbled. I heard her fall
and cry out, but when I turned back
I could not force my eyes to open
against the smoke. She was trapped
somewhere behind a blank grey veil,
and when I tried to call her name my
throat was too raw-dry to issue more
than a croak. Yet she might be found
if she were still on the path ...
I went a few hesitant steps into the
veil and was promptly struck down by
a great shambling thing that loomed up
vaguely in the mist, blind but intent,
and faded as swiftly, leaving a rank
bear-smell behind. Picking myself out
of the ferns, I knew instantly that I had
lost the path and lost Maggie, that I
was hopelessly turned around, and that
the smoke would get me soon if I didn't
move. There were no choices left but
bad ones. I followed the bear
It seemed to know where it was
going, I told myself - or would have,
if that naked ape hadn't been hurling
itself from wall to wall in the little prison
of my brain, bashing all the emergency
buttons at once with its bone club. But
here was a bear in the woods, and what
does a bear do in the woods when the
woods are on fire? Doubtless he wants
the same thing then that you want, and
he goes for it - water Cool, clear
water Water! Water!
I could still smell the bear, or
thought I could; at least I knew that
the water was away from the fire, and
downhill, so that's the way I went,
tearing through the underbrush and
bramble, throwing myself over log and
stone. If I lived I would regret this, I
would probably be a cripple, but who
cared? It didn't matter None of it
mattered.
Water was near I knew this
because the smoke swirled with fugitive
shapes. I never saw the creatures
entire, but every motion ripped the veil,
disclosing hoof or haunch or rolling
liquid eye: it was a rout that bore me
along on glimpses of itself - I was a
part of it, guessing at the whole. Then
the ground fell away beneath me, and
I fell with it. I slid a short way, fetched
up against a root that had been waiting

patiently in that spot twenty or thirty
years for my arrival, and worked the
rest of the way down-slope on my heels
and buttocks while creatures horned
and hooved, furred and clawed and
scaled, plunged past me, smelling the
same thing I did: water
It closed over my head and rinsed
the smoke out of my eyes, off my skin,
out of my being. The falls' cool breath
kept the little stoney gorge clear There
we gathered, all of us who came
through the veil; as the smoke left me
I was filled instead with the hot animal
scent: deer, bear, fox, rabbit, all
together, silent now and still, thinking
only of fire and water and the ebbing
taste of fear
Then He was there.
He rose up in silhouette against
the grey veil at the top of the falls and
skipped down to the pools from ledge
to ledge with a delicate agility, piping
away as if disaster meant no more to
him than a pagan wedding. By that I
knew him. And by other things too: the
little black hooves, neatly cloven in the
middle; the shining horns; the wry legs
with their soft black fleece. The animals
made way for him as he went. He
danced through the pool upon the
stones, splashing joyously; by the time
he reached me he was drenched from
head to foot. His stare was long and
curious, neither friendly nor unfriendly,
and he spoke in a rumbling bass. "You
know my name?"
"I know one of them. You know
mine?"
"All of them." He came closer
Even standing on a stone he was hardly
taller than I. The black fleece curled
damply, dripping water; his bare arms
and torso glistened; his black hair and
little goat's beard were bedraggled,
plastered to his skin, streaming down
his face and neck. His smile was a
sudden ivory gleam, and as he leaned
closer to speak I caught not only the
wild smell of him, but the breath-scent
too, a pungent essence of game, strong
herbs and blood. "There is a price,"
he said.
"For this?" I cupped water in my
two hands, then tossed it wide. The
drops fell grey and leaden. ''This isn't
yours to give or withold."
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"No," he agreed. "Where the
water breaks forth, there even I am a
wayfarer, late come, soon forgotten. I
called these others here, for they are
mine; but you come unsummoned of
your own will. I do not speak of water "
"What, then?"
"You are alone now. Yet before,
you came with another "
Maggie. "Yes."
"And where is that other?"
"Lost. I ... lost her" It was hard
to say, but the dark gaze held me to
the truth.
He waved a brown arm, pipe in
hand, in an expansive arc that took in
the convocation of animals. "These do
not pay the blood-price. Is it so with
your kind?"
"Yes - and no. Both are true.
Look, I'm no sophist; I'm no theologian
or philosopher Speak plainly and tell
me what you want."
He shrugged, a cynical, too-human
gesture. "The Old Bargain."
This required a most careful
answer, but my thoughts were battered
and drowned by the heavy roar of the
falls, oppressed by the drip-drip-drip of
the curling fleece. "Bargain for what?"
I said at last. "What do you have to
give?"
"She still lives, you know. But not
long - she has not long."
I heard the breath whistle between
my teeth. He might deceive, but never
lie. "You can bring her to this place?"
"I can."
"Alive?"
"I can."
"And well?"
"Well enough."
"Done."
At my word he sprang backward,
the white smile flashing once more in
the brown face, and he skipped from
stone to stone, dancing, whirling; then
he raised the pipe to his lips and spun
a wild melody into the steps of the
dance. It drew me. I too began to move,
but clumsily, heavy-footed, slowly
pursuing his nimble hooves. He
danced, and I fell back farther and
farther · it was hopeless, I would never
catch him, though I was bent on losing
my soul in that race - on giving my
all, which would never be enough. The

music swelled, reverberating, until it
seemed to come from all directions at
once. I danced to exhaustion, to death.
It wasn't fair! I burned to explain as
I labored through the pools, shallow
and deep, slipping on the moss-slick
stones, as I clambered up the muddy
banks and forced my way through the
press of animals. It wasn't fair - I had
just finished running for my life. Now
I was doing this danse macabre,
transfixed by the music like a fish on
a hook, like a bug on a pin. And for
what? Yet the choice was mine ...
In the end I failed. He never left
the stoney gorge, but he was far ahead
of me still, for I could omit no step of
the dance; yet what he took from me
far surpassed him. I fell at last on hands
and knees in the bankside shallows, and
it parted from me there - a white, flying
She of smoke or mist, unknown to me
until that moment of loss. Crying
"Free!. .. free!. .. free!" it ascended and
lost itself in the veil.
The music stopped, and the dance.
"You have nothing!" I cried. "Listen to
the echoes: 'Free!' "
He made no reply to that, but said
instead, "She has kept to the path. She
comes."
The veil ripped at the top of the
falls, on the trail side, and Maggie
appeared, stumbling, powdered white
with ash. All choice had left me, and
all will, so I watched without thought

as she lunged weak-kneed halfway
down the height, then lost her footing
and slid to the level of the pools. She
lay so still and helpless that I forced
myself up and out of the water, crawling
over the stones to her side. Plainly she
was still alive, and that was all I wanted
or needed to know. I took her head
upon my knees and bent over her;
water dripping from my hair made
shining tracks in the ash on her face,
but she did not awaken. He came to
us and squatted down, regarding
Maggie with that same curious gaze
that he had first turned on me. "You
have nothing," I repeated. "I feel no
different." And it was true.
He rose, unconcerned. All around
him was the wild smell, the strong,
heady odor of the wilderness. "I have
nothing," he agreed. "Yet here are
Nimble, and Fleet, and Strong, and
Clever"; he named the creatures one
by one, and they answered as he named
them: "And who are you? What is your
name?" He danced away, mocking. The
pipe came alive again, the tune seemed
to roll out of its own volition as he
ascended the falls. Flames roared up
on either side of the gorge, then died
away; the veil thinned, split, and
departed on the wind. Soon he was
gone from sight, and the music drifted
down the waters, fainter and fainter,
until it was swallowed up at last in the
voice of the falls. I looked toward the
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sky, but no smoke or smell went up
from the burning; I looked toward the
earth, and even the animals were gone.
Now it is a curious thing, isn't it?
I sit here, and her head is on my knees,
and the ash is on her face, and the little
tracks of water gleam in the ash; yet
none of this has been. Thirst, terror,
flight, loss - it was all a fool's game,
a dream. I remember her eyes, so large
and pale, and how they seemed strange
to me when all that fire was before us.
And suddenly - I don't know how it
is - I am afraid when I think that they
will open and look at me.
It is better that I leave her here.
This comes to me now as a vision of
myself climbing, slipping away in
shadows, going silently from this place
of water into the sheltering trees. I must
go, for we call this creature Fearful. It
is fearful when it kills from afar, and
it is rank with the fear-smell even when
it means no harm.
As for me, I must get a name.
It is moving. I will go now.
I do not want to see its eyes.
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Bitter Peace
John L. Tolbert, Jr.
The city's blood heated
like asphalt under the sun.
"No Crime Day" proclaimed
by city fathers to show
the rest of the country
civilization had come to town.
Fans waited in snakish lines
to see Alice Cooper He might
bring death to chickens under
stage lights. Ushered doors
watched tempers rise
and blows strike among friends .
Two, no three, cried "Rape!"
to deaf ears as flowers wilted
in the summer heat. Violent
sex had been someone's peace.
An assassin's knife had furnished
fresh meat for the Crime Stopper's
Banquet. The butcher made their day.
A shot broke the muffled
silence and a soldier in blue
behind a silver shield lay
with a bullet in his chest.
A white cop in a blue uniform
with red blood. A flag for peace,
justice, and the American way.

The casualties were counted,
the bruises were iced.
Rape, murder, and mud
scraped from a dead cop's face.
It was all there. Homicide
called it a typical
no crime day.
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In the Maelstront of Academia
Beth Kopp
The office door stands open. Bands
of late afternoon sunlight filter through
partly closed Venetian blinds, hazily
illuminating the interior with an unnatural gridwork of light and dark streaks.
An aura of stale cigar smoke drifts
through the doorway and low murmurings can be heard, although no one can
be seen. Books, papers, piles of
journals, and stacks of unclaimed
student examinations fill every bookshelf, table, and desk in sight. Many
of these are now yellowed with age, I
note, and give mute testimony to the
endless progression of knowledgeseekers who have passed through this
gloomy portal. Tumultuous heaps of
miscellaneous literature are piled in all
the visible nooks and corners of the
room and awkwardly line the only
apparent pathway to the voices emanating from the distant interior
This hogpen is a faculty office, I
marvel. I would be ashamed to ever
let anyone in here if this were mine.
How cluttered and undisciplined the
mind of the occupant must be, I
continue to muse, that can dwell midst
such unrestrained confusion. Shall I
walk in? Shall I knock? Would a cough
do, or perhaps a subtle clearing of the
throat? No need! The tip of the
umbrella hanging loosely from my arm
has caught the unyielding binding of the
topmost book in a stack next to the
doorway, and the whole pile has
crashed to the floor Nice entrance, I
think.
"Yoh?" The deep, resonant voice of
Dr Gordon reverberates throughout
the jumbled room.
Heavens! I've disturbed the inner
sanctum, I think as I briefly waver
between gathering up the sprawl of
dislodged books or leaping over them
and sprinting through the doqrway. My
better instincts overcome my cowardly
impulses, and I kneel midst the rubble
and hurriedly begin to restack the
intractable volumes into a reasonably
stable equivalent of the original pile.
"May I help you?" Dr Gordon calls
out again, and as I glance. over my
shoulder during this frantic scramble
to restore a semblance of order to the
chaos around me, I see the shaggy head
of the esteemed professor rise like a

supranormal apparation above the
incredible disarray of literary paraphernalia, seemingly deposited en masse by
dump truck at the far end of the room.
"I just came by to pick up my exam,"
I trill as nonchalantly as possible
considering my circumstances, as if it
were a most natural thing that he
should now find me scuttling about on
hands and knees on the office floor
"Oh yes," he responds in a tone of
puzzled comprehension. "I'll be with
you in just a minute," he says as he
disappears again behind his paper
barricade.
Now you see him, now you don't,
I reflect, giving the final touch to my
reconstructed book-block tower
Standing cautiously now within the
newly cleared area, being careful to
keep my willful umbrella under tight
control, I continue contemplating the
room before me. How many thousand
books does he have crammed in here,
I ponder, and how many old exams?
Surely every term paper that ever
entered this fertile depository lies
buried beneath eons of dust somewhere within this debris. How will he
ever find my exam? Maybe the layers
are labeled like they do with the layers
of our mother earth: this far down is
Cretaceous, this far Paleozoic, this far
Cambrian, and so forth. I wonder if the
layers are heavy enough to metamorphose the bottom papers into cardboard or fiberboard, like the limestone
sediments packed down to form marble. A series of embarrassed laughs and
murmurings interrupts my reverie and
I am startled to see another student,
indeed a recognizable classmate of
mine, emerge from behind the literary
facade and rush down the treacherous
path toward this doorway I am blocking. Her arms are full of books and I
notice she clutches a tightly rolled exam
in one hand as she hastens towards
me. I notice too that her face is slightly
flushed and the set of her mouth
betrays a highly charged emotional
state. Oh, oh, I think, I bet she's flunked
her exam, and I try to mold my face
into one of pity and sisterly sympathy
should she look up from wending her
way along the columnaded path and
her eyes meet mine. Poor thing, I think
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compassionately - to not be endowed
with a liberal degree of intelligence and
wisdom is a terrible burden for any
college student to bear But now she
looks up as I step aside, and her bright
blue eyes express not grief but anger
She flashes a withering glance my way
and then rolls her eyes heavenward as
if in deep exasperation as she flounces
through the door
"Now, what can I do for you?" the
galvanizing voice of the illustrious Dr
Gordon ricochets around the room. It
seems to carom and bounce from
bookcase to bookcase and fill every
unoccupied nook and cranny with its
mellow vibrations. Like an eager seller
of unneeded encyclopedias or nonexistent oil stocks, he stands wringing his
own hands beneath the slatted windows with a smile of wily expectation
on his face. Could he have forgotten
why I came? He is standing there like
the proverbial wolf in sheeps' clothing
- only no sheep ever smiled like that.
A spider entreating a fly. The hound
before the cornered hare. The serpent
beguiling Eve. Oh, what nonsense! My
imagination is too vivid and the light
from the blinds is playing tricks on me.
"My exam," I remind him. "I've come
for my exam."
"Oh yes, of course, your exam,
Miss ... ?"
"Bailey. Lisa Bailey."
"Yes, Miss Bailey," his voice purrs
on. "Come on back here to my desk
and we'll see if we can find your exam."
He disappears behind the Great White
Wall of Parchment, and I stand motionless. Papers are being shuffled about
and the eminent professor can be heard
humming non-melodious snatches of
this and that to himself. "Ahh HAH!
I've found it!" he exclaims triumphantly.
Then, "Are you coming, Miss Bailey?"
He is studiously polite but obviously
impatient.
"No. I'm waiting here," I call back.
Silence. Then I add lamely, "I don't
think I can make it back there without
knocking over some more books."
More silence.
Now appears the inimitable professor before the window. "Come, come,
Miss Bailey. Don't you want to go over
your exam with me? I haven't com-

pleted grading it yet, but it's very good.
On the A-B border I would say." His
voice is placating, conciliatory, as if he
were speaking to a frightened simpleton. "Let's go over it together Just walk
straight back and we'll work at my
desk."
I hesitate. He smiles ingratiatingly
and waves my exam. My exam. My
grade for the course. Maybe an A, he
says. I walk down the narrow pathway.
The fly traipsing along the web to the
spider Nonsense. This man is a highly
respected university professor He
writes books. He teaches upper division courses. He publishes articles in
learned journals. Dr Gordon is not a
spider I am certainly not a fly.
"Miss Bailey," he says as he flashes
a beaming smile of encouragement at
me and takes my arm. His smile
encompasses me, engulfs and overwhelms me. His grip on my arm is tight
and commanding. His head comes
closer to mine as if he were going to

whisper something confidentially into
my ear "Lisa," he murmers. "May I
call you Lisa?"
So I am a fly after all. "Dr Gordon,"
I begin in my most impersonal manner,
"I really haven't time to go over the
whole exam with you now." I try to
pull my arm away, but there is no place
to pull away to in this cramped and
cluttered cubicle of an office. His arm
moves quickly around my back and his
voice entreats again, "Sit down. Sit
down at my desk. This will only take
us a minute, Lisa."
The pressure on my back is unbearable. I can't stand it, knowing that his
hand is there. My shoulder is wedged
against his chest and as I look up at
him, all I see is his enormous mouth
and hairy nostrils. I hate his nostrils.
I hate his teeth too. Great, long wedges
of horses' teeth. I hate his bony nose
and his absurd owlish glasses. And I
hate the pleading urgency I see
expressed in his weak, insipid eyes. His

fingers are moving around on my back
and I am going mad.
"I have to go!" and with one abrupt
surge of energy I twist my way free of
his grip and break for the alleyway.
"Your exam," I hear a voice calling
flatly. "It's probably a B."
I rush blindly along the bookbordered corridor toward the door I
feel my face begin to flush and the sting
of angry tears fills my eyes. The pointed
tip of my unrestrained umbrella catches
the topmost book on the stack nearest
the door I give it a hearty jerk and
the whole pile goes crashing to the floor
in back of me as I lunge by. In the
doorway a surprised and puzzled
classmate is staring at me, and I notice
a tiny sympathetic smile start to curve
at the corners of her mouth. I flash her
a look of withering exasperation and
roll my eyes heavenward to warn her
of her impending confrontation. But I
dash quickly through the doorway and
this time I don't pick up the books.

Lee Dean, Leave a Message
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Inside the Bunny Suit
Second Place Non-Fiction

C. Paul Winebarger
They wanted the tall boys.
So I brightly volunteered. Man, I
thought it would be easy. Bragged to
all my friends. Laughed at how easy
it would be to earn minimum wage just
lounging around.
After an hour of "lounging," I no
longer had the heart to laugh. Or brag.
Instead of being the Easter Bunny I
wished I had the option of being an
"Easter Snake" so that I could shed
my skin. The thing obviously didn't fit.
I was too tall (about four sizes), so one
and a half inches of bare human toe
protruded out the bottom of each welltufted booty. The straps which were
supposed to keep my feet in only acted
to constrict, pulling my shoulders ever
closer to my hips and causing each
vertebra to press, one against the
other, like a clenched row of vertical
teeth, until I thought my spine would
buckle and snap with the fragility of a
wet twig. Furthermore, the suit was
built for a much heavier occupant,
which is only right, since Easter
Bunnies are supposed to have slight
"obesities"-it makes them cuter I was
too skinny to be cute in my costume,

which draped over my lap in a mass
of convolutions-not enough material
for my long back, too much material
for my small stomach.
The size was only part of the
problem. The other part of the problem
was that-behind the mask that
encompassed my head, beneath the fur
that covered my body-I was incredibly
hot. The mask smelled profoundly of
cigars and cardboard, giving my nose
the continuous sting of a sneeze about
to happen (which it frequently did). My
nose ran a steady stream of salt water,
undiverted, down my upper lip.
My head hurt, my eyes bugged.
But fatigue did not stop my mind from
conducting a meticulous introspection;
fatigue only served to gouge my mind
into questioning why I had uncharacteristically volunteered myself to be an
Easter Bunny. Then, after a merciless
search, I was pretty sure I had the
answer· I was on an ego trip. The truth
was ...
The truth was that I took a great
amount of pleasure in all the attention
I was getting from the children. They
revered me. With wide eyes and beating
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heart, a small one would reach out to
touch the white warmth, staring transfixed at a stuffed animal that was really
alive. Another one would stand there
trembling, not quite bold enough to get
too close but not quite ready to leave
either I looked into all the youngsters'
eyes and saw myself as they saw me.
They couldn't ignore me. When they
saw the ridiculous looking bunny, they
intuitively knew it was apart from the
tyrannical adult world. I was just as big,
but instead of demanding that the
children comply with a set of adult
standards, I was asking them what their
wishes were. The kids loved me. I was
their champion. By accepting the
Easter Bunny title, I had made myself
into a fantastic god.
I came out of my reverie and found
myself in pain, sitting in one of those
aluminum fold-out chairs. I started to
wave again- as I had most of the
night-at any small child or any adult
who deigned to give me a peculiar
expression or a quizzical smile. "It is
strange how much posing as an Easter
Bunny can bring you out of yourself,"
I thought.

I gave a mighty wave to a pale
shadow of a boy tagging, in a lackluster
way, behind a woman in her late thirties
who carried a sleeping infant in her
arms. Immediately the boy brightened,
pulling frantically on his mother's skirt.
Unable to do anything to the contrary,
the woman turned her step in my
direction. As she neared, I noticed that
while this woman was no striking
beauty, she was seriously attractive
because of the intelligence that glowed
in her face. "Tired," I thought; "She
looks so tired."
With sore arms I hefted the boy
onto my lap. I winced. "What a
handsome young human you are," I
said in bright, moving-right-along tones.
"Thank you."
"Well, what do you want to do over
the Easter holidays?" I asked.
"I don't know."
This kid sounded a bit too glum.
The tone of his small, solemn voice
stopped all the other bunny talk, and
it melted away. I started on, then
faltered for something to say. I looked
at the child nestled small and snug in
the white nest of polyester fur I felt
his hands digging gently in the fur with
a nervous compulsion. Those delicate
hands, like two large insects, crawled

over my ribs and chest.
I wasn't at all prepared for what
I would hear next.
"I want to see ... " His voice broke
off with a snap. "I mean, my father isn't
around anymore. I mean, he isn't at
home and I don't see him. I mean, you
know, he went away one day and never
came back."
His mother winced painfully,
shielding her face behind her hand.
The bunny rabbit on the outside
kept his plastic perpetual smile. The
bunny rabbit on the inside almost cried.
I didn't know how to deal with this little
boy. I didn't feel capable.
I stared at him overcome, letting
the silence stretch out longer It was
really rather funny: this kid thought he
was talking to some Mystical Magical
Easter Bunny who could mumble a few
mantras and make wishes come true.
Instead, he got stuck with someone
who felt worthy of only the clothes of
a jackass to wear and call his own.
Suddenly, I was snapped out of my
trance. The photographer was kneeling
down with his own bunny rabbit smile
fixed on his face. "I'm sure he will. Now
step down, Mr Bunny has other
children to see."
"You mean paying customers," I
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thought. I was incensed at the way the
boy was being brushed off.
"I'm sure he will ... " The words
echoed in my mind.
The boy started to slide down. My
heart fell.
I scooped him up, hugged him
tight. I wondered what I would say to
him.
"The Easter Bunny loves you." My
voice held steady but tears stung my
eyes.
"What?"
"The Easter Bunny" (I bent closer)
"loves you and" (the boy's hands were
walking, again, across my ribs) "hopes
you have the best Easter a little boy
could ever have."
The boy finally slid down, reluctantly, hoping for more, and turned
back around once; then they walked
away, mother and son, heads bowed
low in solemn resignation.
I too knew that what I had said
was insufficient, but it was all I could
say.
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Laura
Janet Leigh Robinson
How mountain she is. Tall,
dark white, shadowed snow.
Eyes a deep grey dawn,
night lingering in morning.
She has been hollowed out,
refilled, depleted again.
The hollows have shrunk,
caverns shrouded in bone.
Don't mistake these bones
for skeleton. They are iron.
She hears only sounds
that slide between
the crumblings of conversation.
If you speak to her, work
your mouth around until
it becomes cave, encompassing
only that which she can touch,
food , water, dying.
All else offends her

Identity
Angel Y. Bryant
Musings of mind possessed
with movement, not a soul has guessed
its angles of perception.
Bits and pieces, old and new,
kaleidoscopic points of view
mingle in conception.
Choose the shards that somehow fit.
Rearrange them just a bit,
trying to believe that it
can show me who I am.
Words that lips could never say
suddenly seep out, the way
steady raindrops fill a pool.
It's only words the tongue belies.
The truth lies open in the eyes,
bleeding tears that save the fool.
Victim of a need to know
the root that lies beneath the snow ...
waiting for the vine to grow
to bind all that I am.
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The Map of El Salvador
Mike Bradley

Mannequins
Mike Bradley
Mannequins in girl scout
Uniforms, a boy sharpening
A pencil like an ice pick, another
Dropping something to the floor , a
Ruler, his hand, anything to
Feign a glimpse of Christmas.
They ascertained the planet's
Shape. They used what they had,
Eyes, feet. The
Madman who sailed beyond
The edge saw it clearly, his
Sailors shrieking supplications
Like birthing women.
Who will build the monuments
Beyond the next finality. Who
Will vote for this or that
Shrine: a school, uncanny
With detail, down to the
Annoying obscenities on cozy
Corner walls; a church, perhaps, a
Television set. There surely
Will be rubble sifters, feelers
Waving like rivers, to cast
Their ordered ballots.
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When we showed our son his
Homeland on the multiColored globe, he repudiated
Our competence with dictatorial
Self-assurance. The tiny earthen
Chunk on the skinniest arch
Of the continental bridge was too
Minute even to harbor its own
Annular, musical name; the letters
Served exile some leagues into the
Pacific. This was not the
Land of his nativity, a land
Of unbounded mountainous
Forests where jaguars mated,
Unhunted, of cities so
Compressed with multifarious
Life the pigeons contested one
Another for simple room to roost.
And also full of monumental,
Prideful death, the corpses
Ricked like firewood , in
Pyramids high as dwellings.
And the fat United
States, continental, huge
As any fifty nations. Surely
Some dyslexic cartographer
Had made a simple error
Of reversal.
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The Bible is an antique Volume Written by faded Men
At the suggestion of Holy Spectres Subjects - Bethlehem Eden - the ancient Homestead Satan - the Brigadier Judas - the Great Defaulter David - the Troubadour Sin - a distinguished Precipice
Others must resist Boys that "believe" are very lonesome Other Boys are "lost" Had but the Tale a warbling Teller All the Boys would come Orpheus' Sermon captivated It did not condemn -

- Emily Dickinson

The Tale in Search of a Teller:
Orpheus, Where Are You When We Need
You?
Vikki Ganger
" The Bible," Emily Dickinson
declares in this poem (no. 1545 in The
Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson),
"is an antique Volume/ Written by faded
Men." On this wry note she begins a
poem that criticizes the manner in
which religion is taught and laments the
unfortunate results of its inadequate
presentation.
The poem can be divided into three
sections. The first three lines describe
the way that most people, consciously
or unconsciously, view the Bible .
Because the Bible was written long ago
and the events it describes are ancient
history , it becomes easy for us to ignore
the ways in which it is relevant to our
lives today. Moses, Abraham, Paul, and
even Jesus become "faded Men" who
lived and acted under the guidance of
vague "Holy Spectres" that most of us
will never see. These holy spectres,
whether they be angels or divine
inspirations or the Holy Ghost, have
a nebulous quality about them that
seemingly cannot stand up to the solid
practical world in which we live and
move and have our being. Because the
laws of finance and the rulings of courts
seem much more real than the ancient
laws recorded by Moses or the judge-

ments of God, we feel that we can
relegate the teachings of religion to the
quaint province of social custom and
tradition. God's place is in the church
on Sunday; Heaven forbid that He
should venture into IBM or Wall Street
on Monday. And if He did - well, He's
invisible anyway, so He would probably
go unnoticed.
The second section of the poem gives
a listing of the subjects included in this
antique book - a table of contents,
if you will, complete with subtitles. The
time span covered ranges from Eden
("the ancient Homestead") to Bethlehem. Characters include David ("the
Troubadour" ), Judas ("the Great
Defaulter") and Satan ("the Brigadier").
A major theme is sin (wryly referred
to as "a distinguished Precipice" that
"Others must resist"). There is a
certain attraction exerted by the idea
of sin and rebellion; great sinners offer
as much fascination for the curious
reader as great lovers. Satan's exploits
as a brigadier seem as exciting as those
of Captain Kidd, and most of us are
more likely to read Paradise Lost than
Paradise Regained. However, we are
as slow to recognize sin in ourselves
as we are quick to see it in others. We
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are well aware of the pitfalls that others
must avoid and somehow get a certain
satisfaction when we witness someone
trip and fall into one. If we were as
dedicated to daily prayer and reflection
as we are to Days of Our Lives and
Dallas, the world might be a different
place. By presenting biblical subjects
as chapter headings or parts in a play,
Dickinson draws a comparison
between the Bible and a work of fiction .
The focus shifts from revelation and
guidance to entertainment and
escapism.
The final section of the poem focuses
on the problem that Dickinson sees
confronting Christian teaching. All too
often, religion is a panacea rather than
a solution. It speaks to the head rather
than to the heart. It is associated with
the rules and morality we were taught
in childhood, a morality that seems
narrow and superficial because as
children we could only comprehend it
on a superficial level. As all children
know, the boys that "believe" - those
considered good who wash behind their
ears and sit beside their mothers in
church - are condemned to be lonesome and unpopular Their less wellbehaved counterparts are "lost" and

will not get to heaven - a small
consolation when one observes the fun
they are having on earth. This notion
of morality, the dichotomy between the
so-called lost and the saved, extends
for many of us well into adulthood.
Those who are lost are those who are
not afraid of their natural desires, who
are joyous, enthusiastic, and filled with
a zest for living. The saved, on the other
hand, are all too often confronted with
a long list of rules and regulations which
they must follow to the letter or suffer
guilt as a consequence Religion
becomes a joyless thing, a set of
impossible standards; Christ becomes
a measuring stick beside which we all
fall short. Too often the result of being
so-called saved is self-hatred, not selflove. And those who hate themselves

inevitably hate others. They are only
too happy to shift their own faults onto
the shoulders of other people and to
condemn themselves in disguise.
Although she lacked a knowledge of
modern psychology and was unfamiliar
with terms such as "projection" and
"repression," Emily Dickinson was well
aware of the consequences of an
approach to religion based on condemnation. "Had but the Tale a warbling
Teller," she declares, "All the Boys
would come." If the abundant life
promised by Christ were really made
to seem desirable, churches would not
have to resort to threats to fill their
pews. If churches focused on the love
of God rather than His wrath, their
message might reach a wider audience
with better results. Orpheus, the god
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of music, captivated and enchanted his
audience with the beautiful music of his
lyre. As a savior god who returned
triumphant from the underworld, his
experience foreshadows that of Christ.
Like the Sermon on the Mount,
Orpheus' musical sermon offers consolation and hope rather than damnation and rejection. It draws its audience
naturally, relying on persuasion rather
than force. Its appeal is to the heart
as well as the head. If Christianity were
to use such a method, if it really
practiced what its founder preached,
obtaining converts would be no problem. If the Tellers could do justice to
the Tale, there would be no shortage
of Listeners. And perhaps more might
actually Hear

Indian Eyes
Third Place Non-Fiction

Kathy Jo Yates
If the aim of the dominant Anglo
society of the United States relative to
the Indian has been to assimilate the
various aspects of his culture into the
larger one, the goal has not been
attained. Analysis of some modern
novels that present the Indian as a main
character provides insight into the
complexity of this assimilation . They
show, for example, that there are
fundamental differences between the
Indian cultures and the dominant Anglo
culture which impede assimilation in
some cases and expressly prohibit it
in others. These novels not only
illustrate the fundamental differences
between the cultures, but they also
attempt to reconcile those differences
wit hout destroying either culture.
Some of the most pervasive differences
reflect the disparity with which the two
groups view man's relationship with
God, nature, and other individuals. A
number of literary works featuring
Indians as major characters can be
examined in order to determine primarily two things: one, the perception of
the differences between Indian and
Anglo cultures; and two, the estimation
of the degree to which assimilation of
the two cultures has succeeded.
One of the major differences in the
two cultures that are revealed in these
"Indian" novels is the concept of
creation. As described in various tribal
myths, Indians first lived beneath the
surface of the earth, and by moving
from one level to the next, they finally
ascended to the earth's surface. Novels
of Hillerman, Highwater, Mamaclay,
and La Farge discuss the various
creation myths specifically as they
influence the daily lives of the Indians.
Religion for Indians is not a way by
which they prepare for another existence after death, but rather a way by
which they can live in peace and
harmony with nature. Indians do not
attempt to master nature; instead they
attempt to co-exist with it. By walking
in beauty and harmony, Indians believe
that nature will take care of them.
Consequently, many characteristically
Indian religious actions make sense
only when viewed in terms of harmonious relationship with nature.
The Indian views the mind and

body as a single unit, not as separate
entities; his religious rights reflect this
unity. An individual cannot cure the
mind without curing the body or cure
the body without treating the mind. The
Indian sees that human nature is
neither good nor evil, but a combination
of the two; and since the blending of
good and evil is present in all persons
at birth, the concept of original sin,
common to the Anglo culture, is foreign
to the Indian. The ultimate sin, then,
for the Indian is to violate tribal taboo
and become at odds with nature.
Should an individual become at odds
with nature, the "singers" or medicine
men provide purification rites to
cleanse the body and mind so that the
individual may be restored to harmony.
Indians believe strongly in witches
or skinwalkers. These witches are the
evil spirits of the dead, and even the
best man or woman can return to life
as a skinwalker Those who return seek
to avenge some neglect of tradition.
Witches may return in various forms,
such as wolf, coyote, mouse, wind, and
fire . Once contaminated by the evil
spirit, purification is necessary for
restoration to harmony. The novels of
Hillerman and Highwater deal specifically with the existence of skinwalkers
in the Indian cultures. Hillerman's
character Jim Chee, for example, is
infected with ghost sickness when he
enters a death hogan (house). Because
the sickness prevents his harmonious
existence with nature, he must seek a
singer to perform purification rites. The
most common rite of purification or
"sing" lasts five days, and the culmination of the sing occurs at sunrise of
the fifth day when the diseased Indian
drinks an emetic and vomits. The evil
is thus expelled from the body, and the
purified Indian walks again in beauty.
Another difference between the
two cultures is the Indian's concept of
the extended family The greatest
compliment for an Indian is to say that
he acts as if every other person is
related to him. As a result of this
perception of each person's value, the
Indian will do nothing to humiliate or
embarrass another person. A runner,
for example, may win a race, but he
will not win by a great margin. A student
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may have the ability to excel in class
work, but he will refrain from excelling
at the expense of another individual
who cannot do well.
The concept of ownership is the
basis of another difference between the
two cultures. When he arrived on
Indian soil, the white man's hunger for
land and his desire for possessions
confused the Indian, who had no
concept of ownership in general and
ownership of land in particular Highwater demonstrates this point in his
Ghost Horse Cycle trilogy. When FarAway-Son dies, the members of the
tribe go into his tent and take objects
of their choice, because no person can
ultimately own anything - things can
only be temporarily entrusted to an
individual. Lampman's novel, Squaw
Man's Son, illustrates the Indians' view
of the land and man's relationship to
it. The Modocs are willing to live near
the white man; they reason that there
is more than enough land and more
than enough food for the two groups.
Initially the Modocs are confused by
the white man's refusal to live peacefully with them and later are shocked
by the white man's unrelenting determination to remove them from the area.
Even though the Indians had a
clearly defined belief system relative to
sexual activities, they had no concept
that sex was sinful or evil. The traditional practices of the tribe forbade
incest and rape but did not view
premarital sex as evil. Men often had
two wives, and more often than not
these two women were sisters. In
Highwater's Legend Days, Far-AwaySon, who is married to Souda-Wa,
takes her orphaned sister as a wife as
soon as the girl reaches menses.
Practical reasons for the marriage were
that Amana had no one to provide for
her after her parents died of smallpox
and that Souda-Wa was ill and needed
someone to assume the woman's role
in the family . Furthermore, the Indians
say that by marrying sisters, the women
get along better and work well together
The idea of shame relative to
sexuality is foreign to the Indian.
Several novels, including those of
Steinbeck, Hillerman, Highwater, and
O'Dell, deal with the conflicting atti-

tudes toward sexual activity of the
Indian and Anglo. When an individual
reaches puberty, the entire tribe is
involved in a celebration. There is no
reason, no desire to hide the fact that
one has become capable of reproduction and thus able to increase the
numbers of the tribe. This conflict of
cultures is illustrated specifically in
Steinbeck's The Pearl, where Juana
and Kino seek a Catholic marriage.
Since they are about to become
wealthy and can afford to be married
in the Catholic Church, they feel that
being married according to Indian
custom is no longer adequate.
Family custom is another area of
conflict between the two cultures.
When an Indian man marries, he joins
the wife's family. Generally he will move
into their dwelling and live with them
until the in-laws die (the Navajo custom
is an exception in that the man and
wife will move next door to the wife's
family's hogan). Genealogy is traced
from the mother's name rather than the
father's. Traditionally, an Indian identifies himself as one born to his mother's
clan and born for his father's clan.
The concept of putting the elderly
in homes is foreign to the Indian. In
Hillerman's The Ghostway, Jim Chee
sees for the first time a home for the
aged, and he struggles to understand
why the Anglo would remove the wise
old ones from the home and put them
behind high fences. He cannot reconcile himself to this practice and finally
says simply that it seems to him that
Los Angeles is quite safe from these
old ones. The Indian equivalents of the
terms Grandfather and Grandmother
are used to show respect for the old
ones in the tribe. They are given special
consideration and deference; that their
advice is sought and followed is illustrated in the novel Johnny Stands, by
Harry Paige. In this novel Johnny learns
the Indian way from his grandfather;
ultimately, he learns not only the value
of being Indian but also the necessity
of learning the white man's way.
The Indian and Anglo cultures are
diverse, and as these novels also
suggest, the degree to which the Indian
has become assimilated is not only
limited but also difficult to determine.

Assimilation to some people means
simply that the Indian dresses in a way
that is compatible with the more
dominant culture, while to others it is
determined by the degree to which an
individual Indian rejects his native
culture and assumes the moral and
ethical views of the dominant culture.
Each of these novels deals with the
failure of assimilation; each provides
judgment as to the degree and the
causes as well.
Even though government policies
have isolated the Indian from the larger
society, missionaries, government
officials, and educators have attempted
to force him to superimpose the
dominant society's values. Because
these groups have not taken into
account the underlying Indian philosophy, the results have been detrimental
to him. By placing the Indian on
reservation land and forcing him to
cultivate self-sufficiency in overpopulated regions of relatively undesirable,
unproductive land, the Indian is predisposed to failure. The Indian, then, is
reduced to dependence on the government. The individual is torn between
his desire to provide for his family by
seeking off-reservation employment
and his need to sustain his own ancient
way of life. Many realize that to leave
the reservation means that they would
be placed in the lowest socioeconomic
classes, that they would be paid less
because they are Indian, and that no
matter how dedicated they become,
they would be denied admittance into
the larger society
The Potlatch Family by Evelyn
Lampman focuses on the problems
incurred by Indian families who have
left the reservations decades ago and
yet are still not considered equal
members of society. Because these
Indians live in a world in which they
are neither Indian nor white, their basic
values are confused. To live in two
worlds is impossible, and the effect of
attempting to live in both the Indian
world and the Anglo world results in
their spiritual, physical, and emotional
destruction. Ironically, acceptance
comes to these Indians only when the
group returns to some of its traditional
behaviors. (More important, however,
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than assimilation and Anglo acceptance
of this group is the restored sense of
pride that each individual feels as he
begins to understand his lndianness.)
Johnny Stands, by Harry Paige; Squaw
Man's Son, by Evelyn Lampman; and
The Ceremony of Innocence, by
Jamake Highwater, also suggest the
struggles of a people who live in two
incompatible worlds.
The result of being torn between
the traditional views and the new views
of morality is often that the Indian
becomes so confused by the conflicting
values that he tends to reject both.
Deterioration of the spiritual man
results in the inability to function either
on a personal or social level. Highwater's trilogy shows the breakdown of
Jamina's traditional belief system and
the subsequent failure of the dominant
culture to supply an adequate replacement; consequently, Jamina leads a
shallow existence in which she fails to
realize her value or the value of others.
She does not feel that she belongs in
either culture.
Another reason for the failure of
assimilation set forth by these novels
is that the educational system has failed
in some fundamental areas. Acquisition
of the dominant language, of course,
is important for the Indian in a school
setting. Most Indian children begin
school at the age of six, spend at least
one year learning English, and start the
first grade by the time they are seven
or eight years old. As a result, they
begin school with a handicap; they are
already behind grade level. Because the
Indian child will not attempt to question
or speak out, the teacher may be
unaware of the child's inabilities to
understand the language, and the child
falls further behind. Johnny Stands by
Harry Paige emphasizes this situation
as he reveals the reasons behind
Johnny's poor attendance, lack of
interest, and failing grades in school.
As far as Johnny is concerned, his
grandfather can teach him all that he
needs to know relative to being a good
man.
Some of the novels illustrate that
the educational system focuses on all
of the ways in which the Indian is
inferior and that it destroys his pride,

confidence and sense of self-worth. By
attempting to make the Indian student
"white" the system destroys all that is
valuable to him. The Potlatch Family
by Lampman deals specifically with the
effects of public school education on
the Indian student. The purpose of
education, as discussed in this body of
literature, focuses on the need to teach
Indians the necessary English and
economic skills to compete in the Anglo
world without destroying their own
culture.
Besides the problems of cultural
diversity and assimilation, these novels
indicate that intervention by government and religious agencies ma solve
some of the immediate needs of the
Indian, but that such intervention
ultimately destroys much that is good
in his life. These novels suggest that
to initiate changes in philosophy,
community, and family results in the
destruction of the individ , al and
ultimately his value to society. Change
for the sake of change or ass' milation
for the sake of assimilation is nacceptable. What is acceptable, holkiever, is
an approach which appreci!tes the
complexity of the Indian culture and
offers a way of life that supplements
but does not supplant his native
culture. This approach would necessitate viewing the Indians through Indian
eyes.
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Nicki Allison, Anguish
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Steve Simmerman, The Four Humors
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Ted M. Tubbs, Marker
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They Call It a Cat
John Thomas Oaks
They call it a cat
With its black, sunshine coat of fur,
Its rose-petal toes and
Its damp sponge-nose.
Stained-glass eyes
Cracked
By the sun and
Reflecting light with red,
Stoplight hues.
Sandpaper tongue
Rasping,
Rasping,
Rises
And
As cottony paw
Falls
Caressing peaked ears
As if in a repetitive salute.
Soft,
Low thunder from seemingly all around
Rises from behind closed jowls.
Sleeping,
Sleeping,
While chasing bluebirds in sweetest
Feline dreams.
Outside,
The spring rain falls:
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The Contributors
Nicki Allison (drawing) is a junior
majoring in graphic design. Her art
work strives for a high degree of
expression and other fine arts
qualities which she feels are too
often neglected in her major field.41

a later class trip to Chicago. Now
nineteen and a sophomore, she is
gradually learning to let her voice
be heard " among the shadow
songs" (however off-key it may
sometimes be). 9

Donna Ba rn es (poetry) ho lds
bachelor degrees in psychology
and art and worked as a counselor
for five years after earning her MA.
A 1986 winner for her short story
" Make It Shine," she returned to
school specifically to take creative
writing classes and attributes both
the incentive to write and her
success in doing so to these three
classes. 13, 16

Abby Eblen (drawing) is a biology
major from Lenoir City who traces
many of her drawings to scenes
from this rural area. Her art work is
to a large degree a release from the
stress of the pre-med syndrome. 12

Nancy Schaefer Boyer (photography) is a well-traveled service
brat whose longest residence was
in Los Angeles, CA. Her photographs are reactions to the cut-andburn destruction in this region and
the passing of a once green and
wooded land. 11, 21
Mike Bradley (poetry) pursues a
master's degree in clinical psychology at ETSU , focusing primarily on
the study of socially accepted
serious disorders. Much of his
poetry is autobiographical, with
"The Map of El Salvador" based on
his brother's family, which has
adopted six youngsters from that
country 33
Angel Y Bryant (poetry) is a junior
with a double major in English and
Spanish. She feels that "Identity" is
pursuant of the truths of human
nature and concerns living to learn
continually in efforts to learn to live
eternally 31
Sonia Kathryn Burger (drawing)
won third place in the drawing
category of last year's Mockingbird.
Her goal for her art work is that each
viewer might see his world in God
through her personal window. 30, 34
Lee Dean (photography) is a
senior graphic design major, with
minors in marketing and French. As
a visual artist, she sometimes sees
things while walking around at night
that almost need proof that they
actually exist
thus her
photographs. 25, 46
Angela N. Eades (poetry) wrote
" bliss" in reaction to classroom
discussions during a political science course as a freshman, discussions she felt were out of her range
of understanding. The poem was
revised to encompass the setting of

Melinda Elliot (non-fiction) , a
senior marketing major, lives happily in Johnson City with her husband and two small sons like four
peas in a pod. She believes that
learning is child 's play and sells
educational material to parents who
are concerned abouttheir children 's
education. 15
Anthony
Warren
Feathers
(drawing) is from Greeneville, TN
and pursues his MAT degree at
ETSU. His goal is to teach art in an
east Tennessee high school. His
dream is to be a syndicated
cartoonist. 14
Vikki Ganger (literary analysis) is
a past MockinQbird prize-winner
who has published articles in
Houston Downtown Magazine and
served as editor of the Cotton Patch
Rag, a publication of the Houston
Folklore Society While not playing
the Appalachian dulcimer, she
pursues a master's degree in
English at ETSU - and hopes
someday to capture it. 37
Shannon Harrison ( drawing) is a
freshman whose first drawings were
done in crayons and showed rabbits
being pulled out of hats. The drawing
represented in this magazine is of
his father 5
Kristie D Huffman (graphic
design) is an art major who is made
of ink-stained hands, glasses sliding
on her nose, coffee dribbling off her
favorite shirt, and the clock ticks of
three a.m. 29
Jennifer Jessee (graphic design)
is a senior whose work is being
featured for the third consecutive
year in the Mockingbird. Her drawings won second place in both the
1985 and 1986 editions. 35
Beth Kopp (short fiction) had both
poetry and prose represented in last
year's Mockingbird. She is a junior
working on her S.S. degree in
nursing while majoring in English.

As she wanders the nether world
between these two extremes, she
declares that her goal is to creatively
engage in nursing while she nurses
creativity 24
Alan LaBudde (printmaking) is a
ju nior from Knoxville majoring in
graphic design. 23
Gina Lijoi (graphic design) com pares the feel ing of artistic accom plishment with the tingling feel ing of
lying back in a swing, almost upsidedown, wh ile in mid-air This holds
no candle for her to hang-gliding
naked, but it'll do. 28, 35
Nell McGrady (poetry) is a teach ing
assistant and graduate student in
the English Department who has
been writing poems for two years.
The two poems represented in this
volume, along with much of her
other work, resulted from a single
moment of experience - a Joycean
epiphany 6, 7
John Thomas Oaks (short fiction,
poetry) lives in a trailer A sophomore music major and sometime
bluegrass picker, he occasionally
writes a story or poem as well.10, 44
Janet Leigh Robinson (poetry) is
a native of Johnson City whose work
often revolves around her interest
in people from the mountains .
" Laura" was inspired by her mother
17, 31

Christine Russell (short fiction) is
a 1985 Mockingbird winner in both
poetry and short fiction . Born in
Columbus, OH, but kidnapped at an
early age by a roving band of Florida
armadillos, her allegiance to hardshell fantasy wriiing is perhaps
understandable. After receiving her
MA from ETSU in December 1986,
she returned to Orlando, FL, to
resume her underground lifestyle.
3, 18

Steve Simmerman (photography)
seeks out subjects which unite his
two great loves - art and literature.
The four facial expressions captured in the photograph here correspond to a philosophy of human
behavior embraced by Ben Jonson
- thus the title of the work. 42
Pamela S. Smith (graphic design)
graduated in December 1986 with
a double major in art and English;
a certified K-12 teacher, she plans
to continue studying graphic design
on the graduate level. The selfpromotional portrait represented
here advertises a graphic designer
with a "full deck," a good "hand,"

a reliable "gamble," a "suite deal,"
and a "full house" of imagination.a
John L. Tolbert, Jr (poetry) is a
latent social activist who lists social
peace and justice as major concerns in his life and art. Beginning
college life in the mid-60's and thus
caught between the age of the
beatniks and that of the hippies, he
considers himself something of a
beepie. 22
Ted M Tubbs (photography),
represented
in last year's
Mockingbird, is a native of Memphis, TN, and received a BFA in
photography in 1979 from the Memphis Academy of Art. He sees his
work as the result of a rendezvous

between objective surface reality
and his subjective self with highly
personal psychology; the camera,
dumb machine that it is, can only
serve as go-between. 2, 32, 43
Rodney E. Webb (photography)
has been living and photographing
in this unique area of the Appalachians for about four years. He
believes that a queer or questioning
feeling is essential in making good
photographs; any feeling of awe or
enlightenment comes later with the
print. 36
C. Paul Winebarger (non-fiction)
is an ETSU freshman whose March
1986 stint as an Easter Bunny at

the Fort Henry Mall has taken its
toll. Aside from weird hallucinatory
episodes in which he fancies Elmer
T Fudd making repeated attempts
on his life, he has managed to
cultivate a fairly normal life in Gray,
TN, with his family and two dogs. 26
Kathy Jo Yates (non-fiction), a
native of New Mexico, has taught
language arts in an off-reservation
boarding school for Native Americans; she has also taught English
as a Second Language at both the
high school and jun ior college
levels. " Indian Eyes" is dedicated
to her mother, Mrs. Faye Yates. 39
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